Another dimension of gorgeous.
ATLAS STONE™: ENHANCE YOUR EXTERIOR WITH DISTINCTION.

Introducing a compelling exterior element that captures the earthy, richly handsome look of stone at a compellingly reasonable cost. Atlas Stone Composite Stone Panels are easy to install, demand very little maintenance and stand up to the elements, all while making your exterior a true standout.

- Durably and affordably replicates the elegant look of real stone
- Stacked design emulates the design of popular stone styles and showcases contemporary looks
- Array of colors complements any siding color
- SandGrit technology replicates the fine grit texture of real stone
Every Shade Projects Compelling Curb Appeal.

Atlas Stone™ boasts a contemporary stacked profile and selection of neutral to bold shades, making it the perfect exterior element for homes ranging from Ranch to Craftsman to Contemporary. Our colors are protected with a Kynar® coating, which means they stay true through the years and the weather.

When choosing an Atlas Stone shade, consider your home’s surrounding textures and colors. Neutral colors pair well with bolder, darker siding colors and deeper shades pop powerfully off of neutral-colored siding. These rules of thumb apply whether you use Atlas in main sections or as accents around main entrances or garage doors.

Engineered to Be Gorgeous for Years to Come.

What good is highlighting the best parts of your exterior with the unique curb appeal of stone if all that beauty requires repointing and becomes susceptible to mold if not installed correctly? Atlas Stone™ looks amazing and stands up to moisture, while requiring little to no maintenance.

- Virtually maintenance free
- No adhesive or mortar
- Never needs repointing
- Fade-resistant Kynar® coating withstands all weather conditions and climates
- 50-Year Limited Warranty
- Heavy-duty panel
- Impervious to moisture
- Locking tabs keep seams snug
MAKE EASY WORK OF INSTALLATION.

Because Atlas Stone™ weighs far less than natural stone and can be installed with the same contractor and methods as regular siding, it’s a cinch to make part of your home exterior.

- Lightweight panels install quickly like conventional siding
- One person job: doesn’t require a mason or special tools
- Installs in any weather

ATLAS STONE ACCESSORIES

Ledge Colors

- Charcoal
- Light Gray
- Tan
- Mid Brown

Add an accent that’s as durable as it is unforgettable.
Royal® Building Products exists for one reason: to push the limits of what every type of exterior can be. We strive for best-in-class manufacturing and industry-leading innovation. What drives us? Every homeowner who demands exteriors that add value, perform impeccably, look amazing and make their lives easier. Our goal is to bring more products, more styles, more technology, more design insight and more sustainable solutions to the attention of everyone who cares about creating the best exterior possible. Build Royal™